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ABSTRACT
Analyzing elements of poetry is one of a study that develop learners in reading comprehension. The current problem is characterized by the difficulty of analyzing elements of poetry oriented language style. Writer used quasi experiment method as the research method in this analysis. The results are as follows: (1) Writer was able to plan, implement, and evaluate the learning activity learning to analyzing elements of poetry language style oriented using inquiri method to the student of X grade from SMA Pasundan 3 Bandung. It shows form the result that the plan and implementation grade is reaching 3,83; (2) The students of the X grade from SMA Pasundan 3 Bandung are able to perform the learning to analyzing elements of poetry language style oriented using inquiri method It shows by the result that the average pretest grade is 29,17 and the average grade of posttest is 71,65, increasing 42.48 points; (3) The inquiri method is effectively implemented in the learning to analyzing elements of poetry language style oriented towards the student of X grade of SMA Pasundan 3 Bandung. The evidence can be shown by the result of statistic calculation of t calculate > t table which results 15,44 > 2,04 on the level of confidentiality 95% and db 32. According to those facts, it is summarized that the hipotesys activity proposed by writer can be accepted.
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